How continuous
development
builds vital skills
In a changing market, each shift represents a new skill your
people need and requires cohesive, rich data aligned, and
supportive HR tools.
Modern organizations choose Cornerstone Learning to build talent,
maintain compliance, and align people, skills, and content. Built to
customize around your organization’s unique attributes, we ensure
the right training reaches the right individuals at the right time.

Cornerstone
Learning

Personalized and social learning
Skilling to meet needs is a bottom-up and a top-down approach.
Our holistic solution invites employees to share, contribute, and
create content in their own vibrant learning community.
Collaboration and creation tools like Playlists, communities
and more drive engagement, and a continuous learning culture.
 earner Home, the AI-powered learning recommendation tool
L
provides learners fresh and relevant content based on their role,
interests, and learning history
 owered by hand-picked, modern content, Content Anytime
P
streamlines content libraries.

Scalable compliance and training
Learning is about people, not admin settings. Cornerstone Learning
reduces manual tasks and scales initiatives with out-of-the-box and
custom reporting. Our dynamic, centralized system with built-in version
control, compliance certifications, and mobile capability delivers more
efficient compliance initiatives and anticipates future risks based on
workforce data analysis.

We wanted an LMS that would
help us deliver strong business
results. We’ve seen that year
over year with Cornerstone.”
COLEY O’BRIEN
Chief People Officer

Increased business value
Through powerful reporting, quickly pivot your learning
initiatives to maximize business value and connect
learning initiatives to talent goals.
 ich reporting capabilities — including a full library
R
of dashboards and custom reports — scheduled
and automated for the appropriate audiences.
 redictive and diagnostic workforce data analysis to
P
develop, promote, manage, and gauge performance.
 ecommended training courses based on
R
performance reviews and succession planning
that strengthen the ties between learning and
performance.

We’ve evolved with Cornerstone
over the years. We’re leveraging
Cornerstone to position
Turner’s talent management
and development for success.”

With Cornerstone Learning
Drive top-down and bottom-up learning to
maximize outcomes
Understand and focus on learning that will
drive skill building
Personalize and standardize learning at scale

CLAUDE ANDERSON
Manager, Talent Systems

Keep your content libraries modern and fresh
with streamlined subscriptions
Increase collaboration and social learning to
build proprietary knowledge

Cornerstone helped us move
from a heterogenic, localized
learning approach to one that
is aligned across all business
units and markets. We’re seeing
employees take more initiative
with Cornerstone.”
PATRIZIA SEIFERT
Talent & Resourcing Director

Reduce risk through scaled compliance
management initiatives
Display business value created through talent
and learning management

Start building
strategic skills in your
company today
get demo
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